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Key messages of
this policy brief
Two of the central challenges of decarbonizing
the world’s energy systems are the integration of
intermittent renewable sources of electricity, in
particular solar PV and wind, and the electrification
of demand including transport, buildings and
industry. This policy brief addresses the question
of how these challenges can be turned into
opportunities for consumers that help to meet them,
through electricity demand-side flexibility (DSF).
The Brief reviews UK and selected international
experience in enabling and encouraging DSF and
considers policy implications for China. Here are the
key messages.
DSF is now essential. DSF is the means by which
consumers vary their net demand for electricity
from the power system in return for financial gain
or for other reasons. DSF was always considered
“nice to have” as a way of reducing peak demand,
thereby avoiding costs associated with investment
in generation and networks. However, with the
penetration of intermittent renewable generation,
DSF will be different and essential. There will be
increased potential financial reward and need for
DSF to increase and decrease total system demand
at any time, as well as meet local imbalances.
Furthermore, electrification of transport, buildings
and industry will substantially increase electricity
demand, adding to the complexity of managing the
electric power system and the need for flexibility,
especially on the distribution network. Fortunately,
distributed energy resources (DER) – like rooftop
solar with batteries, the batteries in Electric Vehicles
(EVs), heat pumps with storage and smart electrical
devices – can also provide demand-side flexibility to
help manage the system.

The potential for DSF is significant for both
large consumers and small ones. Large industrial
and commercial consumers have traditionally been
the main providers of DSF. They will continue to
be important. However, as a result of electrification
and the growth of distributed energy resources,
residential consumers and small commercial
enterprises will have significant potential to provide
DSF, either directly or through intermediaries. A
central reason why DSF is becoming economically
more attractive is that consumers are buying new
types of electric equipment to provide services for
themselves, for instance EVs for transport. If those
same assets can be used to provide services to the
system, this involves relatively low incremental
capital costs and can help to reduce the need
for large-scale central-system flexible resources
(generation, networks, storage), especially resources
that are seldom used. Therefore, these distributed
resources potentially provide a competitive source
of flexibility to the central power system while also
financially benefiting the owners who provide DSF.
There are, however, significant barriers to DSF,
especially for small consumers. Most electricity
consumers have been passive for a variety of reasons,
both economic and behavioural; for them, the costs
of being active (e.g. varying their demand patterns
to respond to price signals) have usually outweighed
the benefits. Furthermore, not all DSF will be
economically justified or appealing to consumers
who may value other factors, such as convenience,
over price. In many cases the potential system
value of DSF is now higher (and set to continue to
increase) and set up costs are lower. Nonetheless,
it is still hard for consumers to share financially in
these system benefits because markets are not built
to accommodate them and DSF will need to compete
with alternative central-system sources of flexibility.
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It is important to recognize that, even though
DSF will not be economic or appealing for all
consumers, tapping a relatively small fraction of
demand can contribute significantly to reduce costs.
Furthermore, consumers who contribute DSF are
lowering overall systems costs and the prices that
all consumers pay. For this reason, barriers must be
removed so that DSF providers – both consumers
and the companies that assist them – are enabled
to participate and compensated to reflect the value
they add.
Enabling DSF requires new policies and market
arrangements, technologies, business models
and experimentation. We are witnessing in the
UK and other countries the development of policies
designed to promote greater flexibility, notably
through market development that enables the
suppliers of DSF to access revenue streams, as well
as changes in regulation and governance to facilitate
DSF access to those markets. We are also witnessing
the growth of new business models, in particular
digital platforms that aggregate distributed energy
resources (DER) and sell flexibility into electricity
markets, sometimes as Virtual Power Plants (VPP).
These commercial and technological developments
are furthered by policies that encourage innovation
and experimentation, for instance through
regulatory sandboxes and pilot projects. No country
has yet developed the framework to benefit fully
from DSF. The UK is one of the leaders in this field;
it recognizes the need for further development and
reform.
UK and international experience are relevant
for China. China has ambitious targets for
renewable penetration and at the same time must
maintain supply security in the face of rapidly rising
electricity demand. Today, the country relies very
heavily on coal to meet both objectives, although
recently coal-based generation has been failing
to meet demand. DSF offers a means of increasing
renewables generation and reducing reliance on
coal, thereby helping to meet decarbonization
targets and to reduce the cost of the transition.
Experience from countries with liberalized
electricity markets, particularly the UK, is especially
relevant in the context of increasing liberalization
of China’s electricity system. However, China faces
very different challenges to the UK and this Brief’s
recommended policies reflect those differences.
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In particular, while China continues the process
of liberalizing its markets, the system operator or
aggregators could use a hybrid approach to DSF,
drawing on market or shadow prices to encourage
smart charging of certain equipment, like EV´s,
supplemented by an administrative merit order
to remotely control the sources of demand-side
flexibility that offer the greatest benefit to the
system. This would be a temporary solution until
markets provide the necessary information to enable
consumers and their representatives to control the
consumers’ resources.
Need to understand consumer preferences. To be
successful in tapping flexible demand, the liberalized
market approach and the hybrid approach both
require an understanding of consumer preferences
and what consumers will expect in return for being
more flexible. The system should be serving the
needs of the consumers and reflecting consumer
preferences, not the other way around. On the
other hand, well-designed DSF agreements that
reflect consumer preferences can at the same time
help to reduce system costs. This is an area that
requires detailed research, including surveys, pilot
projects and behavioural analysis to identify the
characteristics of the contracts or agreements that
will obtain the required levels of DSF in different
locations and under different system conditions.
DSF is a win-win-win opportunity. First, DSF
offers the opportunity to reduce the cost of
meeting national objectives of decarbonization,
security of supply and the creation of sustainable
businesses and employment. Second, DSF services
and equipment will be needed throughout the
world to help integrate renewable power without
relying on fossil fuels. As renewable capacity
grows everywhere, this is a growing opportunity
for all companies active in the DSF supply chain.
Third, individual consumers have an opportunity
to participate actively in the fight against climate
change, benefit from providing flexibility services
and express their preferences with respect to the
energy they consume and the extent to which they
rely on the central system. For these reasons, the
Policy Brief offers policy recommendations to enable
efficient DSF in China. It also recommends further
research into the needs, potential, barriers and
enablers for developing efficient DSF in China and in
other countries.
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Summary Table: Opportunity of DSF for China Decarbonization
Major challenges for China’s power industry
–

Rapid growth in electricity demand in the context of a low carbon transition.

–

Smoothing the transition away from coal while maintaining security of supply.

–

Coping with intermittency of growing renewable output.

–

Minimizing costs of energy security and decarbonization.

–

Ensuring the energy transition has public support.

–

Taking advantage of China’s digitalization and smart technological leadership.

–

Speeding up progress in power market reforms, to improve market signals.

–

Creating mechanisms to pass through costs to consumers.

–

Replacing coal-based investment in China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).

Benefits of DSF to meet these challenges
–

Facilitates penetration of intermittent renewables to meet growing demand.

–

Offers a decarbonized partial alternative to flexibility from coal.

–

Contributes to security of supply and system stability.

–

Lowers cost of networks, generation and storage, resulting in lower prices for all consumers.

–

Lower costs even further (and creates revenues) for consumers who are flexible.

–

Increases public awareness of climate change issues.

–

Essential for realizing new energy models such as “microgrid”, “flexible grid”, “smart grid”, “IoT”, etc.

–

Key component of success of a liberalized power market.

–

DSF supply chain is a new business opportunity in China and globally.

DSF Enablers
–

Improve market and regulatory price signals to reward DSF for system value.

–

Offer market or regulatory access for DSF (small and large consumers, aggregators).

–

Change governance to provide efficient incentives for system operator to support DSF.

–

Provide green finance support for DSF.

–

Support new technology and business models for DSF.

–

Promote digital platforms with automation to lower cost and facilitate DSF.

–

Introduce standards for all electric equipment to facilitate DSF.

–

Provide transparent information regarding distributed energy resource (DER) potential.

–

Reflect consumer preferences in defining contract/tariffs for DSF.

–

Help consumers to understand and provide DSF.

–

Protect consumers, e.g. from technology “lock-in”.

–

Experiment with new business models, technology and compensation systems.
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Early policy suggestions
–

Consider immediate opportunities to use DSF to relieve supply shortages.

–

Conduct analysis of flexibility needs and potential for DSF to provide it.

–

Establish online Consumer Panel to test policy and business ideas.

–

Extend existing demand pilots to be DSF pilots.

–

Begin DSF pilots where renewables penetration is likely to require local flexibility.

–

Fully consider and incorporate DSF resources in on-going power market reform.

–

Provide guidance and financial support for DSF technologies and business models.

–

Consider hybrid approach to DSF based on prices and administrative merit order.

4
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Introduction
This Policy Brief explains how electricity consumers
of all sizes can contribute to meeting global
decarbonization objectives. Consumer flexibility is
referred to here as demand-side flexibility (DSF)1 .
The brief draws on experience in the UK and selected
other countries to illustrate the growing need and
potential for DSF, as well as the barriers and enabling
policies, technologies and business models. It argues
that DSF is an opportunity for China to accelerate
and reduce the cost of decarbonization, meet
the security of supply requirements of a growing
economy, develop a DSF supply chain to export to
growing international markets, and empower its
citizens to manage their energy bills while fighting
against climate change.

There are three main sections in the brief, in addition
to the introduction and conclusion. The first
introduces DSF in the context of changing electricity
system needs for flexibility. The second summarizes
UK and selected other international experience,
with illustrations of progress in developing policies
and business models to support efficient DSF, as
well as of remaining challenges. The third offers an
overview of the potential relevance of DSF for China,
along with policy recommendations. The concluding
section highlights the growing international market
for DSF products and services, and the need for
further detailed research on how best to develop
DSF in China and around the world.

1 The flexibility imperative and
the changing role of DSF
1.1 The flexibility imperative
All electricity systems need flexibility to ensure that
supply and demand are always in balance. Flexibility
can be defined in different ways (ERI et al., 2020).
The IEA (2019), for instance, defines power system
flexibility as “the ability of a power system to reliably
and cost-effectively manage the variability and
uncertainty of demand and supply across all relevant
timescales, from ensuring instantaneous stability of
the power system to supporting long-term security of
supply”.

1

Flexibility resources are available on the generation
supply side, the demand side, and from the grid
itself. Storage is sometimes defined as a different
kind of flexibility but can be viewed as a means of
altering either the supply or the demand that would
otherwise affect a power system. Flexibility can
also be defined based on timescale and location.
It may be provided almost immediately or with a
delay of minutes or more, and may be maintained
for different periods of time, ranging from minutes
to many days or longer. It may be needed to
resolve local congestion problems or system-wide
imbalances.

The term DSF refers in this report to all forms of demand responsiveness. This has the same meaning as the term demand
side response (DSR) as it is used in the UK.
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To date, the overwhelming source of flexibility has
been generation, usually coal or gas fired stations,
although hydro is also important where it is
available. Electricity systems are typically referred
to as “load following”, which means that generation
capacity planning and operations assume that
demand (“load”) is fixed and that flexible, mainly
fossil-based, generation is needed to adjust to
changing demand. In some countries consumers are
given price incentives to reduce demand at times of
system stress.
With the penetration of renewable electricity,
new flexibility needs have emerged to cope with
intermittency of generation supply. In 2018, the
UK Government published a study that emphasized
the increasing importance of flexibility to allow
for the potential four-fold increase in intermittent
renewable power. The Government and the regulator
(Ofgem) have increased policy interest in flexibility
from various sources, including the promotion
of DSF.2 Most DSF policy action in the UK has
come through the Ofgem-BEIS3 Smart Systems
and Flexibility Plan, which involves extensive
stakeholder engagement.
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This plan includes 38 actions, of which 29 had
already been implemented in by July 2021.4 The
details of the plan are beyond the scope of this
report, but it is helpful to note the importance
of policy and regulatory support for consumer
participation, aggregators, smart technology and
operation.
A key reason to develop new sources of flexibility
is the rising cost of balancing an electricity system
with higher penetrations of intermittent renewables.
Figure 1 shows that the average cost of balancing
the UK power system as a share of the cost of
generation has been rising for a decade, in line with
the increasing penetration of renewables. Balancing
costs as a share of generation costs spiked during
the early Covid-19 period, reflecting an unexpected
decrease in demand and wholesale prices, and
a higher price for balancing services. This early
Covid-19 experience may well be giving us a glimpse
of the future, when renewables will make up a very
large share of total generation.

FIGURE 1

GB Renewables penetration raises the cost of balancing

Source: Drax (2020)

2

The UK uses the term demand side response (DSR), which is equivalent to our definition of DSF.

3

BEIS is the UK Department of Business, Energy & Industry Strategy.

4

Details can be found from BIES and Ofgem (2021).
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In these new circumstances where decarbonization
is an important objective and intermittent renewable
capacity is rising quickly, the logic of load-following
systems is becoming less appropriate because
generation is becoming less predictable. The new
sources of flexibility should be decarbonized and will
include storage, the network, dispatchable renewable
generation and demand. The roles of these different
sources of flexibility will depend on a system’s
resources, the alternatives available, and what
combination of resources is most economic today
and in future when environmental pressures will be
greater. In general, the aim is to develop and use the
flexible resources that minimize system costs and
ensure system reliability, while also meeting other
policy objectives, notably decarbonization. There
should be no a priori preference for one source of
decarbonized flexibility or another. On the contrary,
policy should encourage the development of all
such flexibility sources and enable them to compete
to provide services. This Brief focuses on DSF and
emphasizes competition among all resources.

1.2 Demand-side flexibility
Demand-side flexibility (DSF) is a critical source
of decarbonized flexibility. It is the capacity of
consumers or representatives on their behalf
to change the consumer’s net demand on the
electricity system, in return for compensation or
other benefits. DSF makes use of a wide range of
resources, including generation, batteries, batteries
in EVs, heat pumps and smart electrical devices
that respond to external information such as
prices and the weather. A significant proportion of
these distributed resources are behind meters on
consumer premises on the distribution network.
There are two types of DSF, namely implicit and
explicit DSF. “Implicit” DSF refers to consumer
response to price signals, usually to static Time-ofUse (ToU) tariffs. ToU tariffs normally do not reflect
real-time prices and only crudely reflect the value of
a consumer response to overall system economics.
The consumer has no obligation to respond to these
tariffs and this form of DSF is therefore not a firm
commitment. However, they can provide useful
signals.
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An example of a successful ToU tariff is the UK
Economy 7 tariff, which was originally introduced to
give consumers a strong economic incentive to heat
their electric water heaters at night. This led to very
significant changes in demand levels and patterns:
peak demand for consumers on the Economy 7 tariff
has been over twice that of the average consumer on
the daytime tariff with their peak occurring shortly
after midnight, when system demand is much lower.
This tariff has been successful in shifting demand
because it offered clear and predictable economic
benefits and was easy for consumers to implement.
“Explicit” DSF refers to consumers or representatives
on their behalf selling flexibility into markets for
energy, capacity, balancing and other services as
needed; as such it can be regarded as an explicit and
firm commitment. Under explicit DSF, consumers
or their representatives control their net demand
on the system. This does not imply command and
control decisions by the system operator, unless
there is a commercial agreement for such in place.
Explicit DSF is a new source of flexibility and likely
to grow quickly in liberalized markets, by providing
lower costs and stronger incentives for consumers
to provide DSF. Furthermore, it more accurately
reflects the value of consumer response to overall
system economics. For these reasons, as explained
later in this Brief, the UK Government supports
the development of this sort of DSF and its sale in
markets through aggregators.
In the past and still today, DSF has been provided
mainly by large industrial and commercial
consumers willing and able to reduce their demand
on a limited number of occasions. This was referred
to as interruptible demand. This role will always
be important. However, the variety of DSF that
offers the greatest value to the energy transition
is different. It recognises the value of changing
demand in both directions, not just down, is
geographically dispersed to address local flexibility
needs, is a daily resource rather than being limited
to certain seasons with a limited number of calls for
limited periods, and may be needed at unpredictable
times. Furthermore, it will increasingly involve
consumers of all sizes, not just large consumers. In
the aggregate, their total demand is substantially
larger than that of large customers alone.
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DSF is now increasingly enabled through smart
digitalized devices or through service providers
able to respond to shifting conditions in the energy
market and on the networks, so as to maximize
the ease, convenience and value to participating
consumers. This will be a radical departure from
current electricity sector arrangements. It means
that consumers will be able to reduce their bills and
not simply be price takers (i.e. will be empowered);
they will also contribute to electricity system
decarbonization, as well as system stability and
security of supply.
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To some extent, this new DSF is now a reality,
especially for larger consumers. However, to realize
the full DSF potential, there are many barriers to
overcome by means of new policies, business models
and technology. The aim is not to promote DSF at
any cost, but to ensure that the benefits of DSF are
greater than the costs.

2 UK and other international 				
experience with DSF
2.1 Potential
BIES and Ofgem (2021) estimate a cumulative
value of increased flexibility (up to £70bn) based
on illustrative pathways to net zero between 2020
and 2050. DSF is one important source of flexibility,
especially because of electrification, in particular
in transport and buildings (heating and cooling).
Citizens invest in EVs and heat pumps to meet their
own needs. If this equipment can provide flexibility
to the system at a relatively modest incremental
cost, then DSF can avoid costs of investment in
large central-system assets (generation, networks,
storage) built to provide the same services, thereby
benefiting all users of the system, as well as those
who provide the flexibility.
A number of reports have analysed the future
potential of DSF in the UK. For example, Li and Pye
(2018) show that peak load could be reduced by 7
GW (9%) through DSF by 2050, which may lead to
cumulative savings of £30.9 billion.
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National Grid’s Future Energy Scenarios 2021
estimates that vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technologies
could offer up to 38 GW of battery capacity from
5.5 million EVs (National Grid, 2021). EV batteries
offer the potential both for short-term flexibility and
for sustained energy supply, which is particularly
important to cope with extended periods (days
or potentially weeks) of low wind output.
Vivideconomics and Imperial College London (2019)
provides further evidence of EV flexibility potential.
Another way to consider the potential for DSF is in
terms of revenue streams for flexibility. Cornwall
Insight (2021) has prepared a graphic (Figure 2) of
hypothetical revenue streams from the different UK
markets in which DSF can potentially deliver value
to customers and to the system: network charging,
the capacity market, the wholesale market, balancing
markets and mechanisms and NIV chasing 5 This
graphic is hypothetical. Actual revenue streams and
avoided costs will depend on which markets are
actually open to DSF, the size of the markets and the
margins available in each.

Net Imbalance Volume (NIV) chasing is a practice where market participants adjust their trading positions, either before or
after imbalance markets close.
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FIGURE 2

Overview of flexibility revenue streams in GB (revenue stacking)

Source: (Cornwall Insight, 2021)

The potential for DSF at a global level is substantial.
IRENA (2019a) illustrates that DSF comes from
different processes and consumer types (industrial,
commercial and residential).
FIGURE 3

Sources of flexible demand

Source: IRENA (2019a)

These DSF sources offer flexibility with different
characteristics (e.g. duration) and are more or
less mature. Figure 3 illustrates sources of flexible
demand.
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The IRENA report refers to current global
operational DSF of 40 GW and forecasts of 200
GW in 2040, mainly due to the penetration of EVs
and the electrification of heat (e.g. heat pumps).
Estimated potential demand flexibility, expressed as
the sum of flexible loads at each hour of the year, is
much greater: about 4,000 terawatt-hours (TWh), on
average 457 GW, today; and 7,000 TWh, on average
800 GW by 2040. According to the IEA (2020), global
electricity generation would increase from 26,942
TWh in 2019 to 40,094 TWh in 2040, under the
Stated Policies Scenario. Although the percentage
increase in DSF potential is relatively small (from
15% to 17% of global generation), it translates into
a large absolute increase in renewable capacity that
can be deployed and a large reduction in fossil fuel
capacity.
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There are significant challenges to tap the potential
of DSF. Our UK stakeholder engagement and a
survey of UK residential consumers (carried out with
support from Energy Systems Catapult) identified
barriers to DSF and enablers to unlock DSF
potential.6 The remainder of this section focuses on
the key barriers and enablers.

2.2 Barriers
There are many barriers to the development of DSF,
including the following key ones expressed during
the project’s stakeholder engagement event and
in the project’s UK survey. Figure 4 presents the
findings on barriers and specific obstacles identified
from these two strands of research and from our
literature review.

FIGURE 4

Barriers to the development of DSF Findings from stakeholder engagement and survey of residential consumers in the UK
MAIN BARRIERS
Inadequate
economic (market
or regulatory)
signals

SPECIFIC OBSTACLES
Lack of appropriate incentives to engage consumers
Existing tariff structure is not clear
Lack of access to energy and flexibility markets
Insufficient investment in DSF
Uncertainty about electricity market design

?

Most consumers
have shown little or
no interest in
becoming active

Lack of data and transparency
Not really knowing the consumers and their preferences
Costs (including transactions costs) are greater than benefits
Complexity and uncertainty curtailing DSF participation
Lack of access from certain consumers (vulnerable groups to DSF)
Low customer awareness and trust

Gap between
existing power
system settings and
future needs

Lack of appropriate options for testing and experimentation
Network companies focus on large-scale sources of network flexibility
Gap between regulator’s ambition and implementation

Source: Own figure

6

The stakeholder engagement involved about 50 individuals, including policy makers, regulators, electricity network
companies, renewable generators, aggregators, and consumers. It was an interactive event that included breakout rooms,
one debating policy and the other business; each of the breakout groups identified a set of barriers to DSF and a set of
enablers. The UK survey involved a diverse sample of 65 residential consumers who were asked a number of questions, and
in particular given the opportunity to rank different baskets of DSF contractual characteristics (e.g. price, environmental
impact, convenience and control).
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Inadequate economic (market or regulatory) signals
for DSF. This is especially true for smaller consumers
facing retail tariffs that do not send economic signals
reflecting the value of changing demand patterns.
But this barrier is high for all consumers to the
extent that markets and regulation do not provide
efficient price signals which reflect the system
value provided by efficient DSF and do not motivate
consumers to invest in flexibility or provide it when
the system needs it. Moreover, uncertainty about the
future market design and regulation, and financial
market failures (to recognize the value of DSF), are
barriers to the development of new business models
that could tap efficient DSF.7
Consumer passivity. This is partly because the private
costs of being active are too high, but also due to
poor market design or regulation, poor offerings to
consumers that don’t make it simple to engage, the
absence of information and financial market failures.
Passivity may also be due to “transactions costs” –
i.e. why should consumers bother when the savings
are relatively trivial? It is important to stress that
DSF will not be attractive for all consumers, but even
a relatively small percentage of demand flexibility
can significantly reduce system costs. The key is to
tap the DSF that will help to lower overall system
costs. However, even if a relatively small percentage
(<20%) of consumers participate, the value to the
system will be very large because of the avoided
investment in central-system assets that would
otherwise be required.
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Gap between the existing power system and what is
required. Companies seeking to develop new DSF
business models point to the need for more support
to test and experiment with new technologies. There
are also concerns about slow implementation of
reforms and the role of the network companies, who
favour larger scale projects.

2.3 Enablers
Although many barriers remain, we have identified
four categories of actions that have been taken to
promote DSF with some success in the UK and in
other selected countries:
a. Improve market signals to reward
DSF for system value;
b. Introduce new technology and business models;
c.

Reflect consumer preferences, while
providing support and protection; and

d. Improve policy support for innovation
and experimentation.
It is important to stress that “enabling” does not
mean promoting at any cost. The aim is to enable
efficient DSF that helps to decarbonize the energy
system at least cost.

One of the stakeholders wrote the following. “One other barrier to participation … is the tendency of policymakers and
system operators to impose new, more onerous requirements on customers who provide flexibility. There’s a couple of
examples where these requirements have nothing to do with the provision of flexibility – they’re just things that they’d
really like all customers to do. But since there’s no easy way to impose the requirements on all customers, they impose them
just on those who participate. You’d think it would be obvious to everyone that this would disincentivise participation, but
apparently it isn’t.”
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A. Improve market signals to
reward DSF for system value
The central objective of this set of enablers is to
promote efficiency and decarbonization, drawing on
competitive markets that are open to all flexibility
providers, including DSF.
• Ensure adequate metering to measure
consumption at different times. This is the
most basic requirement for DSF. One of the
reasons for the early success of the Economy 7
tariff was that consumers selecting this tariff
had a separate meter that measured electricity
consumption during the 7 hours when tariffs
were low. More sophisticated DSF will require
metering for much shorter periods of time
(e.g. one hour or less). This explains why EU
legislation requires all Member Countries to
install smart meters for consumers where the
benefits outweigh the costs. Furthermore,
some aggregators now provide control and
measurement equipment for free that records
electricity consumption for specific electrical
equipment every five minutes. They question
the need for system smart meters, which – they
argue – benefit system operators more than
consumers. Instead, they believe that automation
and digital platforms are the key to ensure
load becomes flexible. However, automation
and platforms involve significant investment
costs and can only be justified if the avoided
costs are greater from a system perspective.
•

Ensure wholesale market prices properly
reflect the value of flexibility. There
may be a need for substantial reform of
electricity markets to address the challenges
of decarbonization and to provide efficient
incentives for investment, especially for
flexibility (see, for example, Energy system
Catapult (2021) and Keay and Robinson
(2017)). We have already witnessed a number of
reforms in the UK and elsewhere that improve
the prospects for flexibility and enable DSF
to participate. Here are some examples.
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— More time granularity in wholesale energy
prices. Across the European day-ahead
and intraday markets, the vast majority
of products traded are hourly products,
but products with a finer time granularity
are increasingly being introduced, such
as the half-hourly products traded in
many countries (IRENA, 2019b).
— Gate closure (when energy markets close) is
moving closer to real time system operation.
This gives market agents increased
certainty about forecast generation,
enabling them to minimise imbalances.
It also benefits the system operators,
who need to contract and operate fewer
flexible resources to balance the system.
— New flexibility services in balancing
markets (Cornwall Insight, 2021): During
the early stage of Covid-19, the UK had
a glimpse of what is required to cope
with an excess of renewable generation
over demand. Wind power was curtailed
on 76% of the days in 2020. As a result,
in October 2020, the Electricity System
Operator (ESO) introduced its new
frequency response service, Dynamic
Containment (DC). This is a suite of
new faster-acting response services. All
technologies are welcome, but batteries
have been the sole providers (999 MW)
to date due to their fast response times.
The ESO plans to introduce two further
response services, Dynamic Moderation
and Dynamic Regulation, in March 2022.
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— Improvement of flexibility management on
the distribution network. DER introduces
greater complexity to the management
of the distribution network, but can also
provide flexibility services to help manage
that network. The Distribution Network
Operator (DNO) is responsible for procuring
flexibility services and, in the UK, all DNOs
have adopted and started to procure a
standardized set of flexibility services, with
standard contracts. The Energy Networks
Association (ENA) has done a lot of work to
facilitate this through the Open Networks
project. Ofgem incentivises it through RIIO8
price control (ENA, 2021). Cornwall Insights
(2021) report that the ENA is consulting on
Version 2 of its Flexibility Services Standard
Agreement for procurement flexibility
services by DNOs. The proposed changes
aim to improve access and participation of
aggregators and non-traditional parties.
— Creation of new markets. The UK introduced
a capacity market in 2014 that operates
as an auction. This is a market to ensure
security of supply to cope with periods of
system stress, in particular meeting peak
demand considering the reduction in the
number of operating coal power plants
and the upcoming reduction in nuclear; it
will also be important for addressing the
intermittency of renewable power (i.e.,
wind). Historically, capacity payments have
been awarded through auction to fossil
fired plants. But the market is now open
to low carbon resources, including standalone storage, decarbonised generation
and DSF (which may include storage).

8
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— Opening access for explicit DSF to markets.
Generally, UK regulations have moved
in the direction of enabling explicit DSF,
in particular through aggregators. For
instance, explicit DSF may participate
today in the balancing mechanism (BM),
other balancing markets, the market for
DNO flexibility services markets and
the capacity markets. NG ESO has been
working to change the requirements of
ancillary services so that they do not
create an unnecessary barrier to DSF. This
has had a big impact and will continue
to do so. Changes include reducing the
minimum bid size for capacity and the
time periods for the bids and delivery
periods. smartEn (2018) clearly maps
out the changes needed to enable DSF in
ancillary services. The ESO’s Wide Access
programme will facilitate the entry of
smaller assets into the BM, including
batteries, aggregated units and virtual
power plans (VPPs). Furthermore, a new
initiative, Virtual Lead Parties (VLP), offers
another route to the BM market for small
participants and there are plans (Wider
Access API) to reduce the communications
costs for these participants. Importantly,
there are also ongoing discussions on the
terms for DSF aggregators to participate
in the wholesale energy market.
— Access to high quality data. To ensure
an efficient market, it is important to
guarantee access to high quality data,
particularly related to residential electricity
consumers, but also relating to the network.
Also important is the ability to share data
among retail suppliers, service providers
and aggregators that consumers are willing
to share data with. Stakeholders argue that
they require better access to this data.

RIIO (Revenue = Incentives + Innovation + Outputs) is a performance-based regulatory model created by the UK's Office
of Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem). It seeks to reward utilities for innovation and for delivering outputs that meet the
changing expectations of consumers and society.
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— Ensuring neutrality for service providers.
To make these markets as competitive
and efficient as possible, the regulations
should specify service needs, and be
neutral with respect to technologies and
participants. Failure to open all markets
to DSF will reduce the potential revenue
and the ability to make DSF economically
viable. On the other hand, DSF providers
should be subject to the same obligations
(e.g. balancing) as other service providers
trading in these markets. This is a work in
progress in the UK. The capacity market
currently reflects government preferences
and there are proposals (Energy system
Catapult, 2021) to reduce the degree of
central control over investment. There is
also a debate about whether aggregators
should face obligations to compensate retail
suppliers for the economic costs the latter
may incur due to aggregator participation
in markets. The key point is that this debate
is ongoing and the policy aim is to support
a more competitive and efficient market.
•

Governance: redefine the role of the
network company. Traditionally, network
companies have been concerned with large scale
and long-term investments in the electricity
system, but DSF doesn’t align with this model.
DSF is more about tapping small and scattered
sources of flexibility. Previously, it was not
economic to tap these distributed energy
resources, but digitalization makes aggregation
of these resources feasible. Nonetheless, there
is a need to understand better how these
sources and distributed flexibility assets can
be integrated effectively in order to build
economy of scale in DSF. An important issue
that DNOs are looking at is whether nondelivery of DSF should be penalized and the
extent to which DSF can be relied upon as
an infrastructure replacement. Finally, it is
important to create incentives for network
companies to support efficient DSF and this
means ensuring that the system operator does
not discriminate in favour of the network
company or other affiliates. This last objective
largely explains the UK decision to separate
the system operator (now Electricity System
Operator, ESO) from the electricity network
company (National Grid, NG). (See Box 1.)

•
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Green finance support. Some stakeholders
report a reluctance on the part of investors
and funders to invest in DSF because it
remains a novel field (with the economics
for some services not yet proven). They
argue that policy should do more to unlock
green finance to enable innovative DSF
technologies and business models. Individuals
also need access to low cost finance for heat
pumps, retrofits, EVs etc. The underlying
argument is that financial markets fail to
recognize the economic value of DSF.

BOX 1

Structural reform of network
ownership and operation
The UK is in the process of separating system operations
from network management. At the transmission
level, National Grid Energy System Operator (ESO)
is separate from National Grid (NG), which owns the
grid. ESO is responsible for operating Great Britain’s
electricity system, whereas National Grid is responsible
for planning, building and managing the grid.
At the distribution level, Distribution Network Operators
(DNO) will take on distribution system operating
functions, such as active network management; this
is referred to as a transition from DNO to Distribution
System Operator (DSO). The focus on network system
operation reflects the growing importance of using new
technology and real-time data to manage an increasingly
distributed energy system with high penetration
of intermittent renewables. This is important for
consumer DSF primarily for one reason. Consumers and
their agents will increasingly be able to provide DSF
services to the system operator (ESO in transmission
and DSO in distribution) to help manage congestion.
Accordingly, it is important that the operators ensure
effective competition in the market for these services.
Without separation of the physical networks from
system operation, there is a potential conflict of interest
between the owner of the network and system operation,
since DSF services are in competition with the network
to provide flexibility services. Through legal separation
or regulation, the system operator should have no
incentive to favour the network, for instance through
network expansion or using network services, over
relying on DSF and other competing sources of flexibility.
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B. Introduce new technology
and business models
In order to promote investment to support DSF,
it is necessary to convince consumers to be more
active and companies to develop business models
that are able to tap DSF. It is also important to focus
the DSF offering in a way that is consistent with
the direction of markets and policy, in particular to
support the penetration of intermittent renewables.
Our stakeholder engagement and research identified
some key enablers.
•

•

9

Introduce intuitive and adequate charging
mechanisms. While pricing is not the single
determinant of consumer participation in
DSF, it is still a very important element of
the jigsaw puzzle. Based upon our surveys
and our stakeholder engagement event in the
UK, it is often not clear for customers and
aggregators how they can provide flexibility
within the existing range of retail offerings.
Hence, dynamic tariffs or incentives need
to be designed in such a way that they are
intuitive and comprehensible for consumers,
providing a better showcase of the benefits
associated with participating. There are some
fundamental issues around this, including
whether it is acceptable for customers to be
exposed to more time-varying and/or locational
energy prices and/or flexibility incentives; and
whether rules in relation to billing need to
change to accommodate innovation in pricing.
An additional and important consideration is
whether to make dynamic tariffs the default
option (consumers have to opt out), or to
require consumers to opt-in to dynamic tariffs9.
Focus on electric equipment that offers
significant potential financial benefits
from DSF. For residential consumers, the most
relevant assets are renewable generation with
batteries, EVs and heat pumps, although an
aggregation of multiple assets may also yield
savings.
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According to Cornwall Insight (2021), research
cited by the Energy Savings Trust estimates
£230 in annual savings for the average EV
owner through smart charging, compared
to charging on a standard tariff. This raises
concerns about investment in EVs, heat
pumps and other flexible assets exacerbating
existing inequalities and fuel poverty.
•

Introduce tariffs that encourage
consumption when renewables are
available. The best way to facilitate integration
of intermittent renewables is to consume (or
store) their output when the plants are available
and operating. In that way, the system requires
fewer backup resources. Tariffs are beginning
to appear in the UK that provide incentives for
this. In particular, one company offers a tariff
that guarantees 100% renewable energy, with
a 20% discount on the unit rate whenever the
company’s local wind turbines are spinning
and 50% on the unit rate when the wind picks
up. This is an incentive for the customer
to consume or store when the renewables
are operating. This is just the beginning of
a business model and market design that
promotes flexible consumption of this kind.10

•

Keep DSF provision as simple and effortless
as possible for consumers. Automation
technologies (AI and machine learning)
will minimise the amount of involvement/
action required from consumers, as well as
making their participation easy and cost
effective. A related enabler is the need for
customisable contracting formulas. This
includes being able to define what are the
preferred controllable loads (e.g. batteries
or electric water heater) and uncontrollable
loads (e.g. TV) for each consumer, and to set
differentiated rules on how they are managed by
the automated systems. While the technology
is already available for achieving this level of
customisation and disaggregation among loads,
it is not yet cost effective for aggregators of
residential customers, at least in part because
they do not have access to all markets.

Recent wholesale prices spikes have brought this issue into focus. In Spain, where a default tariff passes wholesale prices
directly to retail prices, the increase in retail prices led to social and political alarm.

10 Keay and Robinson (2017) argue that the energy market should be re-designed to encourage this.
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•

•

Reduce cost of DSF through aggregation and
digital platforms.11 In order to make DSF a
viable business, scale is essential. Increasingly,
we see evidence of digital platforms that
aggregate distributed energy resources, and
act as intermediaries between consumers
and the system. Aggregators12 who own these
platforms contract with final consumers, who
enable the aggregator to control remotely the
electrical devices in return either for a direct
compensation (share of the value of flexibility)
or for savings (related to greater efficiency in
the use of their resources). The value of the
platform grows with the number and variety
of flexible resources to which it has access and
with the number and size of markets to which
the platform can sell services. Virtual Power
Plants (VPP) aggregate a very large number
of distributed energy resources, including
generation, storage and smart electrical
devices. There are many different business
models, some of which are shown in Energy
System Catapult (2020). However, there is
general message, namely that these platforms
need to recognize how consumer preferences
differ and to design contracts accordingly;
that variety is at odds with limits on retail
contracting that are now in place in the UK.
Enhance DSF literacy and access to
technology. Technology seems to play a
twofold role for consumer participation in
DSF. On the one hand it can be an enabler, and
on the other, it can exclude certain groups of
consumers due to the upfront costs associated
with adopting smart technologies, as well as
the level of literacy required to understand and
engage with these platforms and DSF in general.
This risk of undesirable outcomes impacts
vulnerable groups in particular, such as those
pertaining to low socio-economic backgrounds.
Thus, there is not only a need to put in place
finance mechanisms to refund/subsidise these
consumers, but also consumer literacy needs to
be enhanced (e.g. explaining clearly the wider
challenges like climate change and large-scale
RE integration, as well as helping consumers
to understand how to take advantage of DSF).
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C. Reflect consumer
preferences, while providing
support and protection
•

Use the diversity of VOLL to tap DSF.
Understanding consumer preferences is critical
to developing DSF contractual packages that
will be attractive to consumers and valuable
for the system. There is a need to understand,
for instance, the consumer’s Value of Lost
Load (VOLL), which is a monetary indicator
expressing the costs to the consumer of an
interruption in electricity supply. A study on
VOLL in the UK illustrated that some consumers
place a very high value on continuous supply
(high VOLL) and others a much lower value.
Furthermore, consumers may be happy for
their refrigerators to turn off automatically
for 15 minutes at any time but do not want
their air conditioning to be off in the middle
of a heat wave. Information on how consumers
value continuity of supply is a critical step in
identifying which customers are most likely to
offer DSF, when and with which devices they
are likely to be willing to be flexible, and how
much they would expect to be compensated.

•

Understand consumer preferences to
attract DSF. Consumers have different
views on electricity service features (such
as automated control, data management,
technical support and electricity bill savings)
offered when participating in DSF programmes.
For example, in Great Britain, consumers are
likely to demand significant compensation
to share their electricity usage and other
personalised data; while they are generally
willing to pay for technical support services
(Richter and Pollitt, 2018). The authors suggest
that a combination of participation payments
with sharing of bill savings could encourage
consumer participation in DSF services. It
is also important to understand that the
consumers’ priorities go beyond their energy
bills. Some consumers are primarily motivated
by environmental objectives, others care mainly
about maintaining control over their appliances.

11 Richter and Pollitt (2018) discuss platform markets and an empirical study on which smart electricity service contracts
consumers are likely to prefer, based on how consumers rank the attributes of those contracts.
12 Aggregators may be integrated with retail suppliers or be independent.
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In addition, a number of demographic factors,
such as gender, education level, residence
ownership and household size, can have
significant impacts on consumer’s preferences
and willingness to provide DSF services. Context
also plays an important role in this, for instance,
segregating how collective and individual
incentives are valued. In short, a thorough
understanding of consumer preferences is
necessary to the composition and framing of
offerings that appeal to different consumers.
•

Help consumers to understand and provide
DSF. Most consumers have little or no
experience with the concept of DSF. Effective
communications with consumers is necessary
to encourage them to be flexible. This may
come in the form of easy to use technology,
but pilots have shown that communication
with a trusted person is also very important,
especially if the consumer is controlling the
equipment themselves. For instance, the buyer
of an EV may have no idea how and when to
charge the vehicle, and requires assistance to
do so in a way that will lower charging costs,
extend the battery life and be connected
properly through an independent line to the
grid. Darby (2020) draws on experiences from
smart thermal storage programmes in the EU
to analyse the factors that contribute to the
effectiveness of DSF programmes. Besides the
issues mentioned in mainstream DSF studies
(such as technologies and policy), the study
also addresses the importance of consumer
engagement since their experiences could be
vital to enrolment in DSF programmes and
continuous participation at later stages. Three
types of communications with consumers
are highlighted, namely connectivity between
devices, (manual or automatic) control of
equipment (the facility for the user to manage
the device) and care of consumer experiences
(help for instance in solving problems).

•
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Protect consumers. Public policy may
introduce standards for assets so that
consumers don’t get supplier ‘lock-in’
where they have to stay with the same
company because otherwise their asset will
not function. Other forms of protection
include ensuring that companies help
consumers understand the tariffs they have
and are aware of the price risks they face.

D. Improve policy support for
innovation and experimentation
The energy transition is turning the electricity
system upside down, with consumers playing
an increasingly important role relative to the
centralized power providers. This involves changes
in policy, technology, business models and
consumer’s relationship with the energy system. It
is important that policy supports innovation and
experimentation to enable companies and citizens
to take advantage of DSF opportunities. Here are
some examples from the UK.
•

Timely implementation of reforms and
effective action to enable DSF. From
the stakeholders’ perspective, one of the
comparative advantages of the UK for unlocking
the potential of DSF is that its regulators (e.g.
BEIS and Ofgem) are perceived by stakeholders
in our event as progressive and forward-looking.
More broadly, DSF can also benefit from the
tendency of UK and European markets to be
more open to innovation and market solutions
than in other countries. Consequently, the
UK has been successful in rapidly scaling the
share of renewable energy and in pioneering
energy sector reforms to support DSF.
However, there is still a need to translate
many of those reforms into effective action
and to actually put in place the requirements
for realising DSF uptake (e.g. Mandatory
Market-wide Half Hourly Settlement).
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•

Innovation support. The UK supports
innovation in many ways that encourage the
growth of DSF, including financial backing
for R&D and pilot projects. A particularly
important source of support is Energy Systems
Catapult (ESC), part of the Catapult Network
which supports businesses in transforming
ideas into products and services. The authors
of this Brief have worked with ESC as a member
of the team throughout this DSF project and
they have provided guidance on many fronts,
including policy reform, business pilots and
consumer perceptions. One very good example
of how ESC helps to support new businesses
is through their Consumer Insight services,
which include energy market research, digital
design and consumer trials. In particular, they
have a Living Lab of over 500 real-world homes
connected to a cloud-based digital platform
and in-home sensors that enable companies
and regulators to trial different approaches and
understand consumer’s associated behaviour
and views. In our research, the Project team
carried out a survey managed by ESC through
their Living Lab. This and other services are a
model for other countries to consider. Apart
from that, a number of demand-side projects
are sponsored by BIES in the UK (UK Gov, 2021).

•
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Improved sandboxes in terms of commercial
scalability. There is a need for an appropriate
experimental environment in order to
understand what works and doesn’t work
for enabling consumer participation in DSF.
Ofgem’s regulatory sandboxes, Energy Systems
Catapult’s services and BEIS support for pilot
projects are examples. However, stakeholders
argue that better sandboxes are needed in terms
of commercial scalability, which transcends
smaller technology-testing experiments.
Regulatory sandboxes which allow multiple
simultaneous pilots of new tariff systems
and technologies at scale, would contribute
meaningfully to develop an efficient DSF
market as well as managing potential risks.
Scale is a key factor, given that consumer
preferences, energy systems and policy
landscapes, are likely to be context specific.
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3 DSF in China:
challenges, opportunities
and policy proposals13
3.1 New flexible sources
are needed in the 			
context of power
system transition
Power system transition has been at the forefront
of China's energy transition. This is reflected in
the rapid growth of wind and solar capacity whose
total installed capacity reached over 530 GW in
2020, almost a quarter of total installed capacity. It
is widely understood that the future development
of renewable energy is essential for the power
system to meet China’s carbon peaking and carbon
neutrality targets. President Xi proposed a 2030
target of 1,200 GW of renewable power capacity.
Although the target is considered conservative, it
still means an annual addition of 70 GW of wind and
solar capacity until 2030.14 Over the longer term, He
et al. (2020) project a total generating capacity of
over 5,000 GW for wind and solar in China by 2050,
under their 1.5°C scenario.
As the penetration of renewable energy continues
to rise, power systems have to address various
challenges to ensure power supply security. For
example, hydropower is currently the largest
renewable energy source in China. It accounts for
17% of the country's power generation, making
hydro the second largest power source after coal.
Due to its geographical location, hydropower plays
a vital role in ensuring supply security and providing

flexibility in eastern and southern China. However,
hydropower generation experiences significant
seasonal variations. The power shortage that
occurred in southern China at the end of 2020 was
closely related to insufficient hydropower (IEA,
2021). At the same time, wind and solar power
outputs are closely linked to climate conditions (e.g.,
cloud cover or changes in wind speed), resulting in
variable output in the short term.
Flexible energy sources are needed to address both
the short-term and the long-term variations in
power generation from renewable energy sources.
Most provincial and regional power grids in China
rely on coal power to provide flexibility (Zheng
et al., 2020). Using coal as a flexible source faces a
series of challenges in the context of the low-carbon
transition, including inadequate prices to coal
plants for providing ancillary services and rising
costs caused by policies to limit carbon emissions;
together, these conditions explain a reluctance to
retrofit coal plants to become more efficient. China
needs to explore more decarbonised and low-cost
flexible resources to better integrate renewable
energy and ensure the stability and safety of
electricity supply in the short and long-term time
frames.

13 We use the term DSF to refer to the full range of flexibility services that may be offered by consumers or their representatives
in China. We use the term Demand Response (DR) in this section when referring to specific programmes that have been
adopted in China, in particular to reduce demand at peak.
14 By comparison, newly installed capacity for wind and solar is over 120 GW in 2020.
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At the same time, driven by the growing demand
from transportation, buildings and industrial
activities, electrification will lead to increased
electricity demand in China. He et al. (2020) project
electricity consumption to almost double between
2020 and 2050, reaching 14,270 TWh. Though
China successfully managed a six-time increase in
its electricity demand between 2000 and 2020,15
the scale of demand growth as well as the changes
in the supply structure will cause serious problems
in maintaining supply security, especially with the
retirement of coal fired plant and the impact of
more extreme weather brought about by climate
change. For these reasons, demand-side flexibility is
expected to play a vital role in the operation of the
Chinese power system.
The electrification of end-use activities brings not
only challenges but also opportunities to power
system operation. There is significant potential to
provide DSF from new electrical devices, in particular
electric vehicles and heating and cooling equipment.
For example, the battery capacity of electric vehicles
alone is expected to reach 5.7 TWh in 2030, which is
equivalent to over one quarter of the average daily
power consumption of the entire national network
in 2020 (about 20.6 TWh) (Zhu, 2021). With proper
technical settings and relevant digital platforms,
these demand-side resources can adapt to changing
renewable energy output, which in turn will help
China to decarbonise its power system.
Apart from supporting the integration of renewable
energy, the adoption of flexible resources on the
demand side can effectively delay or even avoid
some investment in generation and networks. In
2019, national load reached more than 95% of the
maximum load levels for less than 24 hours. At the
provincial level, the period when load reached above
90% of the maximum load was usually less than
168 hours in any given year. It is costly to invest
in additional generation and grid assets needed to
meet peak demand for such short periods. Using
demand-side measures can delay or avoid such
costs. For example, Liu et al. (2015) examined the
avoided costs of using demand-side measures in
commercial buildings in Shanghai. The study shows
that the avoided costs of DSF from those buildings
in Shanghai could reach 800 million RMB ($125
million) each year.
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In September 2021, China experienced a severe
power shortage, which spread to many parts of the
country. A number of factors contributed to the
power shortage, which varied province-by-province,
including shortage in coal supply, rising coal costs,
lower than expected production from renewables
including hydro, fast growth in demand due to
resumed industrial activities, increases in residential
demand due to unusual weather events, price caps
and perhaps most importantly, the fulfilment of
“dual” reduction targets – for both total energy
consumption and energy intensity (Carbon Brief,
2021).
The power shortage has had a significant impact on
China’s economic growth. Goldman Sachs estimated
that around 44% of industrial activities has been
affected in China, which led to a reduction of 0.4% in
the projected annual GDP growth for 2021 (Reuters,
2021). Not only industry activities were restricted,
residential users in some provinces also suffered
from frequent power cuts. There was a strong
outcry from residential consumers, who criticised
the power cuts happening without communication
prior to the events. Although concerns about power
shortage were partially eased when the National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC)
set out plans to ensure sufficient energy provision
in the winter, obstacles still exist to increase coal
supply (from both domestic production and imports)
and safeguard gas supply, both of which have seen
record high prices. The Government has announced
measures that include liberalization of wholesale
prices enabling coal-based generators to passthrough their costs (You, 2021). This could well
provide an incentive for demand-side flexibility as
an alternative to coal-based generation as means for
ensuring security of supply and reducing emissions,
with participating consumers being rewarded.

15 Electricity consumption increases from 1,254 TWh in 2000 to 7,510 TWh in 2020.
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3.2 Lack of interest 			
from consumers due
to insufficient incentives
International experience suggests that price and
tariff signals often do not accurately reveal the
value that demand-side flexibility could provide to
the power system. It also suggests that markets and
regulation do not always provide easy access to that
DSF value. The situation is similar in China, where
existing policies provide insufficient incentives for
DSF and favour flexibility sources from the (coal)
generation side. Most demand-side projects are
demand response pilots in a number of provinces,
focused on reducing demand at peak. Industrial and
commercial users are allowed to participate in peakshaving and valley-filling activities. Providing such
flexibility (mostly peak reduction service) is often
mandatory, but inadequately compensated.
Currently, there are inadequate market-based
pricing mechanisms to incentivise the provision
of flexibility services. For example, the peak and
valley electricity prices are still determined through
administrative decisions, not through a spot market,
and do not reflect the economic value of flexibility.
Furthermore, the compensation mechanism in
ancillary services markets in most regions is not
clear, despite several trial pilots in the north eastern
regions. In terms of the merit order, there is no clear
signal that decarbonised flexibility sources, like DSF,
are prioritised or that the full social cost of carbon
(higher than current Chinese carbon emission
trading system prices) is taken into account.
Nevertheless, we are aware that provincial
governments have been active in promoting
demand-side resources, especially from large
consumers. A number of provinces such as Zhejiang,
Guangdong, Shandong and Jiangsu have published
relevant DR development plans, which were also
accompanied by DR pilots. More market-based
mechanisms to promote DSF have been considered.
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For example, in March 2021, Guangdong Energy
Bureau and China Southern Energy Regulatory
Bureau published the “2021 Market-oriented demand
response implementation plan in Guangdong”. The
Plan aims to explore market-based mechanisms in
demand response, encourage active participation of
consumers, and ensure secure supply of electricity.
It defines types of demand sources (including energy
storage systems, industrial consumers, and other
dispatchable loads), sets out technical requirements
for DR programme participants (e.g., minimum DR
capacity of 1MW for aggregators with duration of
at least 1 hour), a price ceiling of 4.5 RMB/kWh, as
well as sources for funding the DR programmes
(BJX, 2021). However, the performance of the DR
programme has not been as planned. Consumers still
lack interest in DR programmes. If the call for bids in
the DR programme happens on the same day as the
industry is requested by government to shift their
consumption, participating in the DR programme
helps the industry raise revenue. But, if the call for
DR bids is not on the same day as requests from
government to shift consumption, industries are
more willing to resume production that results in
higher revenues than providing DR16. This raises an
interesting challenge for policy makers: whether to
prioritize DR to reduce peak and lower emissions
when the implication may be lower industrial
production or profitability.
For residential consumers, China is very similar to
many other countries, where consumers are usually
passive. The existing tariff structure in China
represents an additional obstacle that discourages
participation in demand-side programmes. There
are signals that the government is aware of the need
for change in the near future. For example, the NDRC
has recognised the cross-subsidization of residential
tariffs by industrial consumers, and the need to
remove those subsidies to reflect the real cost of
electricity. There is also a recognition of the need
to encourage consumers to be more active, possibly
through new pricing experiments, and to require
smart meters to measure demand at different times
of the day.

16 An illustration of the problem occurred in May 2021, when the grid company scheduled a peak demand reduction of 3,600
MW in Guangdong on a particular day. However, total procured demand response was only 293 MW, 8% of the scheduled
peak demand reduction. The explanation appears to be that the government had requested that only a small share of
demand shift to a lower demand period. The remaining consumers preferred to continue producing during the peak
because they earned more by doing so than they would have done by reducing demand.
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3.3 Experimentation is
needed to support the
development of DSF
Actions in the short and mid-term are key for DSF.
To prepare for the increasing role of renewables and
DSF over the medium term, it is important to begin
the process of adapting legislation, markets and
business models, as well as promoting innovation
and educating consumers. The 5-year plan for the
energy sector sets out detailed targets for the energy
sector in the next five years as well as providing
general guidance for the following two five-year
periods. It is important to begin to use those
planning instruments to set the scene for an increase
in DSF in the immediate and upcoming 5-year plans
as well as to send clear signals to investors about
the priority of DSF in long-term strategic planning.
Part of the challenge will be to learn about consumer
preferences, for instance with support from pilot
projects and surveys.
A series of experiments and pilots are currently at
different stages of development in China to improve
the efficiency of power grid operations, including
those referred to as “smart grid”, “highly resilient
grid” and “energy internet”, among others. They
all mention the important role of demand-side
resources. These new approaches to the energy
system offer solutions to achieving the government’s
short-term carbon intensity and energy intensity
targets17 and long-term carbon neutrality goals.
For example, Zhejiang province has proposed the
concept of a “highly elastic grid”. In the context
of building a new, renewable energy based power
system, the concept aims to explore all flexible
sources that allow the optimization of system
operation through market-based mechanisms.
One particular task in building the highly elastic
grid is to explore demand-side flexible sources and
support the development of aggregation. Similar
concepts such as “smart energy industrial parks” and
“integrated energy systems” all emphasize better
coordination between supply and demand sources.
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In addition, many new energy models, such as
aggregators and virtual power plants, have begun
to operate in recent years. For example, in addition
to industrial users, Shandong and Guangdong list
aggregators and VPP operators as the main providers
allowed to participate in their DR programmes.
To build on the growing momentum, it is important
to initiate new DSF pilots in areas where renewable
penetration is likely to require local flexibility.
Through the implementation of pilots, it is
important to learn about the preferences of different
consumer groups in the provision of DSF, to explore
technologies (both hardware and software) and
business models that can initially tap available
DSF potential, and later to promote large-scale
(residential as well as commercial and industrial)
DSF development where this is economically
justified. Different DSF resources should be tested
including the use of all DER – especially V2G and
G2V18, electric heating and cooling – in different
power markets (local and regional wholesale
markets, ancillary services markets, network
congestion markets, capacity markets, etc.).
For most of these DSF applications to work
effectively, it is important to establish market and
governance structures that provide economic signals
and consumer propositions for efficient DSF, as well
as ensuring the basic infrastructure for metering the
consumption of those providing DSF and standards
for assets. In particular, China will need to decide
whether to follow the UK and other countries in
developing fully competitive markets that provide
short-run price signals that value flexibility and
encourage consumers to participate actively or
through aggregators. Among other implications, this
would likely imply a new role for the grid company,
with the system operator supporting the competitive
process under conditions that avoid the conflicts
of interest that may arise if the owner of the grid
controls the system operation.

17 The 14th FYP sets a 18% reduction target in CO2 intensity and a 13.5% reduction target in energy intensity between 2021
and 2025.
18 G2V is grid to vehicle charging of an EV battery. V2G is vehicle to grid discharging of an EV battery.
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An alternative model would be where the system
operator, grid company or aggregators, use digital
platforms to manage the system by remotely
controlling Distributed Energy Resources, using an
administrative definition of the merit order of DSF
options.
A hybrid approach – combining market-based
prices and administrative merit orders – may be
worth consideration. Pollitt (2021) has proposed
an approach of this kind in a publication that is
about to appear (Glachant et al., 2021). Following
the hybrid model, market prices could be used to
incentivize flexibility for specific assets, for instance
smart EV charging. The consumer would earn some
revenue or lower its costs, and the system would
avoid costs of more expensive flexibility. For other
electrical equipment behind consumer meters, an
administrative merit order (not prices) could be used
by the grid, the SO or aggregator to ration demand
for specific equipment, for instance treating lighting
and television as first in the merit order (not turned
down or off) and other assets like heat pumps or
freezers as being lower in the merit order (subject to
partial or full curtailment). Consumer would benefit
from a reward for allowing some rationing and the
system would benefit from avoided costs. As markets
become more widespread and efficient, they can
replace the administrative merit order.
Although we strongly prefer the competitive model
for reasons of efficiency and the incentive properties,
to be successful, all of the approaches require a
good understanding of consumer preferences. This
is partly because an understanding of preferences
should influence the identification of potential DSF
suppliers and the terms that they will find attractive.
It is also because consumers will be buying (or not)
the electrical equipment (EVs, heat pumps, batteries,
smart devices) that enables the consumer to provide
flexibility. We therefore strongly recommend that
China undertake research to understand consumer
preferences and to experiment with new market
designs and business models.
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3.4 Policy implications
Based on the above-mentioned challenges that
China is currently facing and the opportunities
offered by demand-side flexibility, we propose
the following policy recommendations. These
suggestions identify a series of policy measures on
different time scales.

i. Policy recommendations 		
for flexibility in general
•

Improve stakeholder awareness of flexibility
resources and an understanding of the
importance of flexibility to the power
system transition, especially for the
penetration of intermittent renewables.

•

Conduct systematic analysis of each
flexibility resource from multiple
perspectives, including technical
capabilities, economic viability,
environmental impact, as well as wider
economic benefits and externalities.

•

Identify (administratively or through
market mechanisms) the optimal
portfolio of flexibility resources (e.g. DSF,
storage, generation, networks) at specific
locations, i.e. the mix of technologies
likely to provide flexibility at least cost.

•

Identify pricing/compensation
mechanisms that can encourage the
growth of flexibility sources under current
regulatory and system conditions.

•

Accelerate power market reform,
understand flexibility needs and remove
barriers to flexibility provision in actual
or potential new power markets.

•

Consider structural and governance
reforms to encourage competition,
in particular how best to ensure the
independence of the system operator.

•

One important consideration is to introduce
interoperability standards to avoid
technology lock-on. This is something the
UK is looking at for electric vehicle charging
networks (Department of Transport, 2021).
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ii. Policy recommendations 		
for demand side flexibility

•

General: DSF awareness, needs and potential
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DSF pilots and surveys should be
designed to learn about consumer
preferences from people of different
social backgrounds, gender and age.

•

Promote the idea that DSF must
reflect consumer preferences.

Public policies to support DSF

•

Improve consumers’ awareness of DSF
resources and their understanding of its
importance to the power system transition.

•

•

Conduct detailed analysis of DSF needs
and potential from different consumer
groups (including residential, commercial
and industrial consumers) at different
locations and the current barriers. In
particular, work needs to be done to
highlight the barriers to DSF.19

Develop a plan to roll out smart meters,
starting with consumers for whom DSF has
a clearly positive benefit-cost ratio from the
perspective of the system and the consumer.
For instance, The UK Electric Vehicle
Energy Taskforce suggested a process to
offer a smart meter to every house when
it has an EV charge point installed.

•

Ensure that any short-term compensation
mechanism (e.g. tested in real-world
trials and potentially using regulatory
sandboxes) provides efficient economic
incentives to develop DSF. This could
be supported by additional policies to
support investments in DSF assets if this
remains a barrier, particularly in areas
where DSF has high value for the system.

•

Encourage the development of independent
aggregators, innovative suppliers and VPP.

•

Consider structural and regulatory
reforms that would give grid companies
incentives to support efficient DSF20 and
take measures to discourage grid companies
from discriminating against DSF services.

•

Consider the use of pricing mechanisms that
promote the efficient use of electricity. Fully
consider and incorporate DSF resources in
the on-going power market reform, such
as in the definition of the conditions and
rules for DSF to participate in existing or
future wholesale energy markets, balancing
markets, capacity markets and other
markets. Create the necessary conditions
for DSF to participate efficiently in power
markets once they are established.

•

Establish a Consumer Panel consisting
of a group of consumers from different
backgrounds and locations who can be
consulted online to test different policy and
business propositions. The UK´s ESC “Home
Truths Panel” is worthy of consideration.

•

Establish a test centre for products
and consumer propositions using real
world homes (with robust consumer
protection). The UK´s ESC model of
“Living Lab” is worthy of consideration.

•

Prepare a White Paper on DSF Strategy
for China, for consultation and debate
with key stakeholders and academics.

DSF pilots
•

Extend existing DR-related pilots to be DSF
pilots, with a special focus on renewable
energy integration, and initiate new DSF
pilots in areas where renewable penetration
is likely to require local flexibility.

•

Conduct pilots including the
different DSF resources identified
in the strategic DSF plan.

19 Equivalent to the Smarten (2018) report but for China.
20 A key component of this is ensuring that utilities are not incentivized to overbuild transmission/distribution lines which
would eliminate the potential for DSF to provide congestion management; utilities should consider overall system cost,
emissions, and the trade-off with DSF when making network investment decisions. On the other hand, it is also necessary to
have appropriate mechanisms in place to ensure sufficient DSF is procured to ensure reliability does not suffer.
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•

Explore novel approaches for consumer-side
tariffs; this may begin with new regulated
tariffs that encourage DSF. Gradually lift
administrative controls on residential power
prices and remove price cross-subsidies
from industrial and commercial users.

•

Define DSF as a green energy technology so
as to facilitate access to green finance from
public and private financial institutions.

•

As a temporary solution, while China
continues the process of liberalizing its
electricity markets, consider a hybrid
approach to DSF, combining market
or shadow prices to encourage smart
charging of certain equipment, like
EV´s, with an administrative merit
order to remotely control the sources
of demand-side flexibility that offer
the greatest benefit to the system.

Business enablers
•

Provide guidance and financial support
for DSF technologies and business
models that have significant potential.

•

Provide access to data that will facilitate
the development of DSF commercial offers.

•

Identify existing industrial activities
that can contribute to DSF, and where
DSF has the potential to improve
competitiveness of specific industries.
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iii. Short-term decisions to support
long term goal of carbon neutrality
DSF should be included in the short- and longterm planning process and development of carbon
neutral pathways. DSF pathways are needed
now and will become increasingly relevant when
China’s emissions decline due to deep penetration
of (especially distributed) renewable energy
sources, a reduction in fossil-based generation and
commercialisation of other low carbon technologies
(in particular green hydrogen).
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4 Concluding remarks
DSF is an important opportunity for China. It can
contribute to China’s decarbonization, security of
supply and the engagement of its citizens in the
fight against climate change, while lowering the
cost of the energy transition for all consumers.
The development of DSF will enable China to
demonstrate and deliver on its commitment to
reaching net zero carbon emissions by 2060. Making
this a priority will add to China’s credibility as one of
the global leaders in realizing the ambitions of the
Paris Climate Agreement.
Second, individual consumers benefit from providing
flexibility services and can use this flexibility to
express their preferences with respect to the energy
they consume. In particular, by consuming or storing
renewable energy when renewables are available,
they reduce their reliance and the system’s reliance
on fossil fuels.
Furthermore, there is a growing global market for
the services and products related to DSF, for instance
metering, storage, electrical, communication and
control equipment, as well as business models and
digital platforms for aggregation and optimisation of
distributed energy resources.

This market will expand with the penetration of
intermittent renewable energy everywhere. As China
has contributed substantially to reducing the cost of
renewables and their penetration globally, following
up with a similar initiative to supply DSF products
and services would seem like a large and obvious
opportunity, in particular through the Belt and Road
Initiative.
We conclude that efficient DSF has the potential to
enable China and many other countries to meet key
policy objectives: decarbonization, energy supply
security, a lower cost energy transition, and the
creation of sustainable business models and supply
chains with global markets. We recommend further
research into the needs, potential, barriers and
enablers for developing efficient DSF in China and in
other fast-growing countries facing the challenges of
decarbonization while ensuring security of supply.
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